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REPLY JO UNRESOLVED ITEM - INSPECTION REPORT 94012 - DEGRADED MATERIAL 
CONDITION OF CHARGING PUMP P-55A. 

NRC Inspection Report 94012, dated September 8, 1994, documented the results. 
of a routine safety i~spection conducted from July 1, 1994 to August 19; 1994. 
The inspection report identified an unresolved item pertaihing tb material 
condition deficiencies of charging pump P-55A that has led to an increased 
out-of-service time to effect repairs. To facilitate the timely resolution of 
this item, Consumers Power agreed to respond in writing to describe the · 
actions we are taking to im1kove the material condition of the pump. 
Attachment 1 pro vi des a de.script ion of the pl an. 

SUMMARY OF COMMITMENTS 

This letter contains no new commitments. ··· 

I 
Kurt M Haas 
Plant Safety and Licensing Director 

CC Administrator, Region III, USNRC 
NRC Resident Inspector·- Palisades 
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REPLY TO UNRESOLVED ITEM 

NRC UNRESOLVED ITEM 

Material condition this inspection period was genera77y good, but some areas 
. warrant continued attention, including Charging Pump P-55A. The inspector. 

noted an increase in equipment problems associated wit'h P-55A over the past 
few months. The licensee has been unable to obtain an acceptable seal 
package for the pump. The pump has leaked excessively several times during 
the past few months necessitating repairs .and challenging the TS LCO. 

There have been other problems with the pump as revealed by a review of 
control room logs. The inspector reviewed the control room logs for the· past 
three months and noted in the past two months alone the pump ran for only 15; 
16, and 11 days, respectively, before being declared inoperable for repacking. 
Historically, the pump would run for approximately two months before repacking 
became necessary. Other noted deficiencies _throughout the period included: · 

* 
* 
* 

* 

Loss of automatic speed control; 
Pieces of RTV sealant floating in the plunger well area; 
Unexpla~ned banging noises in the fluid drive section near the 
pump discharge; · 
Clattering of the discharge check valves. 

Although some of the problems, such as the short life of the packing, appear 
to be design related; other problems were due to questionable maintenance work 
practices that led to maintenance rework.· Involvement by engineering was 

. satisfactory. The inspector found the system engineer appropriately involved 
with resolution of the design discrepancies. The material condition of 

, Chargi.ng Pump P-55A is considered an Unresolved Item pending further review by 
the NRC and licensee (255194012~02). Considering the previous problems with 
the materi a 1 condition of the charging pumps, the 1 i censee has agreed to. · 
respond to this Unresolved Item within 60 days of receipt of this letter. The 
response should address what actions,the licensee plans to take to improve the 
·material -condition of the charging pump and to reduce the out-of-service time 
and potential challenge to the T.S. LCO. 

CPCO EVALUATION OF THE UNRESOLVED ITEM 

Consumers Power recognizes that the out-of-service time for Charging Pump P-
55A has increased recently due mainly to our trial and error efforts to 
identify an improved plunger packing configuration. Also, an abnormal banging 
noise and poor piping accumulator bladder performance have contributed to the 
out-of-service time for P-55A. The problems ~nd our proposed actions are 
described in the following paragraphs. 
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ll REDUCED PLUNGER PACKING LIFE FOR P-55A 

Numerous industry initiatives have lead to increased plunger packing life at
other plant sites. Over the last several years, Palisades Engineering has 
been working closely with the pump vendor, packing vendors, and Combustion 
Engineering to try alternative packing configurations. The objective of the 
trial and error packing design study is to eventually lead to reduced · 
maintenance out-of-service time .and reduced personnel radiation exposure. 
There are numerous alternatives available for enhanced plunger packing 
designs, and one design has not been clearly successful for all industry · 
applications. This has lead directly to the anticipated short packing runs as 
a result of the trial and error in determining the final optimal design. As 
mentioned in the inspection report, the eve system engineer has ownership of 
the packing improvement actions, and has· remained involved with the Combustio~ 
Engineering Owners Group, CEOG, task associated with this industry wide 
concern.· 

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN TO IMPROVE P-55A PACKING LIFE 

Several design changes are planned in the _near future to enhance the 
performance of the P-55A plunger packing. The actions are: 

l. Modify the plunger design to reduce its weight and minimize the uneven 
wear that is presently occurring on the bottom of the bronze spacer rings. 
The engineering for the hollow plunger design is presently in progress, · 
and a trial run is anticipated in the first quarter of 1995. 

2. Modify the plunger design to maintain a smoother plunger surface finish 
throughout the packing run. The engineering for the new titanium nitrite 
plunger coating is in progress, and a trial run is also anticipated for 
the -first quarter of 1995. · 

3. Restore the vent gas collection header line for the charging pumps packing 
leak-off chambers. Presently, because of known piping blockage, the vent 
gas collection header does not remove noble gases out of the packing leak-. 
off chamber. The leak-off chamber is enclosed and was designed to allow 
gases coming out of solution to be pulled into the vent ga~ collection 
header. Presently, when the leak-off flow reaches approximately 600 
ml/min, there are sufficient noble gases being released into the Auxiliary 
Building to necessitate a pump repack. Thus, the potential packing life, 
for an allowable leak rate of 1200 ml/min, cannot be achieved. The · 
restoration of the original gas collection design is expected within the 
next month, and it is anticipated that packing life could potentially 
increase by several weeks. 

4. Modify the packing lubrication system to provide additional cooling for 
the plunger and primary packing. There are two phases for the planned 
upgrade. The first phase is an upgrade to the present system. to prov:; de 
a slightly higher cooling flow rate and a filter to capture particulate. 
This change is anticipated during the 1995 Refueling Outage.· If 
warranted, the second phase is an extensive system redesign that would 
likely not take place until the 1997 Refueling Outage. 



5. Modify the packing rings design based upon the evaluation of the main 
failure mechanism. The first planned change is to increase the cross
sectional dimension of the packing rings. This is similar to actions 
taken by Calvert Cliffs, and a trial run.is anticipated in the first 
quarter of 1995. Several alternate designs are also being considered,. 
however no implementatiori estimates have been developed. 

6. Evaluate the present charging system design which has only one full 
capacity charging pump. Identify the viable alternatives for 
improving system availability and reliability. 

2) ABNORMAL BANGING NOISE ON P-55A 

Another concern with the material condition of the P-55A charging pu~p 
pertains to the abnormal banging noise in the pump block. Similar occurrences 
of the noise have been observed intermittently.since 1987. Acoustic 
monitoring was completed in 1.988, and the most probable root cause was 
determined to be margJnal net positive suction head~ The marginal suction 
pressure leads to intermittent formation and collapse of hydrogen gas bubbles 
in the suction ports of the pump block. The noise does not impact the . 
operability of tne charging pump, but is a 1 ong term concern that could 1 ead · 
to initiation of cracks in the pump block. Periodic non-destructive-testing, · 
for inspection of initiation of cracking in the P-55A block, has been · 
performed since 1988. No cracks have been identified, and it should also be 
mentioned that the present block installed in P-55A is an enhanced block 
design, that includes numerous industry improvements to resist cracking .. 

The abnormal noise is exaggerated when the suction piping accumulator bladder 
performance degrades. An inadequate bladder pressure, in combination with 
other unknown factors, appears to re~ult in more persistent occurrences of the 
noise. The abnormal noise was very prevalent for a short time period in 
August of this year, and led to the fluctuations in the P-55A speed ·controller 

·indication mentioned in the inspector's report. At that time, the suction 
accumulator bladder pressure was found high out-of-specification, and was 
adjusted back to within procedural requirements. Subsequently, the abnormal 
noise significantly subsided and the P-55A speed controller indication 
fluctuations were eliminated. 

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN TO ELIMINATE ABNORMAL BANGING NOISE 

The investigation into the abnormal banging noise continues. Multi-channel 
recorders will be installed to obtain more detailed data pertaining to the 
different plant parameters that could be contributing to the reduction in 
margin for net po~itive suction head. 

3) POOR SUCTION AND DISCHARGE ACCUMULATOR PERFORMANCE 

A third concern pertaining to the material condition of P-55A is the poor 
performance of the suction and discharge accumulator bladders. The suction 

. accumulator provides flow stabilization, and as mentioned previously, it 
appears that an improper suction accumulator bladder pressure contributes to a 
more prevalent abnormal banging noise. The desired pressure range for the 
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.. suction accum~lator bladder is 12-14 psig, however recently during periodic 
bladder pressure checks, the as-found pressures have been measured to be 
slightly above 20 psig. The root cause for the abnormal bladder pressures has 
not been determined. The most likely cause is pressure locking of the-bladder 
within its cage assembly, which leads to the recording of erroneous pressures· 
during pressure verifications. 

The discharge accumulator provides flow stabilization as well as reduced 
piping vibration. The desired ~ressure for the discharge accumulator bladder 
is 1350-1450 psig. Recently during an investigation into improper pump flow 
indication, the bladder had developed a leak and was at -0 psig. Historically, 
the desired charging pump accumulator bladder pressures have been difficult to 
maintain, and do contribute significantly to the out-of-service time for P-
55A. 

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN TO IMPROVE ACCUMULATOR PERFORMANCE 

Several actions are planned in the near"future to e.nhance the perforniante of 
the P-55A accumulators. The actions are: · 

1. Improve the effectlveness of periodic and preventative maintenance on the 
charging pump accumulators. The present process, ·especially the frequency 
for monitoring and inspecting bladder pressures, .is not adequate to provide 
reliable P-55A pump performance. Bladder pressure checks require the pump 
and associated piping to be isolated and vented; Unlike most plants,. the 
Palisades design only includes one full capacity charging pump, and thus 
the scheduling of periodic pump outages is difficult. The system engineer -
will continue to work with the operations and ~aintenance schedulers to 

. maximize the work done during all available opportunities. · 

2. Modify the suction accumulator bladder cage to eliminate the pressure 
locking problem and also eliminate the need for the bladder button. The 
bladder button has been determined by the CEOG to be a major contributor 
to bladder failures. This design change is anticipated for implementation 
by the 1997 Refueling Outage. 

" 3. Evaluate the present charging system design which has only one full 
capacity charging pump. Identify the viable alternatives for 
improving system availability and reliability. 

4. Evaluate the implementation of staggered discharge bladder pressures to 
more closely match the ·actual primary coolant system pressure during 
plant heat-ups and cool-downs. A discharge bladder pressurized to 1400 
pig, for a charging pump feeding a primary coolant system at any pressure 
less than 1400 pig, will not be performing its intended function. ·A 
mismatched bladder pressure for extended periods has lead to out-of-service 
periods for P-55A to repair damaged flow instrument snubbers. Numerous 
other plants have enhanced their accumulator performance by staggering 
their bladder pressures to match actual system pressures. The lack of 
a redundant full capacity charging pump at Palisades makes it difficult to 
implement this action, however the system engineer will continue to ex~lore 
possible modifications or procedure changes to implement this enhancement. 




